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WE consider the Milnor fibre of an isolated singularity $(X,0) + (CO) on a reduced, 
Whitney stratified space germ (X, 0) and prove that it is homotopy equivalent o a bouquet 
of repeated suspensions of complex links of strata. 
This is a consequence of a “cell attaching” type result which we prove first by investigat- 
ing the geometric monodromy given by Lt’s “carrousel method”. 
Our results generalise the bouquet theorems of Milnor, Hamm, LC, Siersma and the 
handlebody theorem of LC and Perron. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let f: (X, x) + (C, 0) be a holomorphic function on a reduced, analytic germ (X, x) with 
dim(X,x) = n, IZ 2 2. 
If (X,x) is a smooth germ andfhas an isolated singularity at x then, by a well known 
theorem due to John Milnor [14], the Milnor fibre Ff off is homotopy equivalent to 
a bouquet of spheres of real dimension n - 1. For a nonsmooth (X, x), one can still define 
a Milnor fibre Ff as the fibre of a locally trivial Co-fibration induced byf L-63. One says, after 
L&, that f:(X,x) + (CO) is an isolated sing&z&y relative to a Whitney stratification 
sP:= (L4Pi)ieR of(X, x) if and only if the restriction offto a stratum Yi is nonsingular, for any 
i E R such that x $ Yi, and the restriction off to the stratum containing x has an isolated 
singularity at x or this stratum is just {x}. 
One may assume, without loss of generality, that the Whitney stratification Y has {x} as 
a stratum, say (x} = Yi,. We shall keep from now on this assumption, unless otherwise 
stated. 
Several results concerning the homotopy type of F, were proven under certain restric- 
tions upon the space (X,x), see the next corollaries. We prove here the following wide 
generalisation, conjectured by Dirk Siersma in [18] as the desired “most general bouquet 
decomposition”: 
BOUQUET THEOREM. Let {pi},, b e a Whitney stratijication of (X,x) and let f be an 
isolated singularity. Then the Milnorfibre Ff is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet: 
Ff% V V SkL(Fi) 
iER jdfz 
where Fi is the complex link of the stratum Yi. We denote by ki the complex dimension of pi 
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and by Skl(Fi) the ki-times repeated suspension of Fi. By convention, S(8) := So (the O-sphere) 
and S’(Fi):= Fi. Moreover, #MiO = 1 (for Yi, = {x}) and the other numbers # Mi depend 
only on the function f and the stratijication 9’; they will be defined in Section 4.1. 
Notice that the complex link of X at x is one of the objects in the bouquet, since 
# MiO = 1. Furthermore, the complex link of an open stratum is void, which explains the 
first part of our convention. 
We note that, by a result due to Lt again, a complex link Fi retracts to a stratified 
polyhedron of real dimension dim, Fi, called the vanishing polyhedron [S]. 
Our theorem has some corollaries which are well known results. 
COROLLARY. (a) Milnor [14]: y(X,x) = (C”,O), then Fj- g v,,S”-l. 
(b) Hamm [4]: if (X,x) is an isolated complete intersection singularity, then 
F/ % v,S”- I. 
(c) L& [ll]: if (X,x) is a complete intersection, then F/ !% vpSn-l. 
(d) Lt [lo]: $(X,x) is an equidimensional analytic germ with rhd(X,x) = dim,X, 
then FJ g v,,S”-I, where rhd(X,x) is the rectijied homotopical depth, see [lo]. 
Proof In case (a), resp. (b), the canonical Whitney stratification is trivial (smooth 
underlying space), respectively has only two strata: {x > and X \{ x >. In case (a), the complex 
link FL at (x} is contractible, whereas in case (b), this complex link has the homotopy type of 
a bouquet of spheres, as one can prove by an induction, see the proof of Corollary 4.2. 
We prove (d) by only recalling from [lo] that rhd(X, x) = dim, X is equivalent to 
F$ VS codimx9i-1, Vi E R. LC proved [lo] that a complete intersection (X,x) satisfies 
rhd(X,x) = dim,X, hence (c) follows from (d). 0 
Spaces (X,x) such that any function f has Milnor fibre homotopy equivalent to 
a bouquet of spheres of equal dimensions n - 1 are called “spaces with Milnor’s property” 
[lo]. The number p := pJ of spheres is called the Milnor number. The constant sheaf Q; on 
such a space is perverse (middle perversity). Vanishing cycles are thus concentrated in 
dimension n - 1. 
Dirk Siersma was the first one, to our knowledge, who proved a quite general bouquet 
decomposition in which there are not only spheres S”-‘. 
COROLLARY (Siersma [18]). Zf (X, x) is isolated (i.e. X\{x} is smooth) and dim,X # 3, 
then FJ “A F, v VSnP1, where F, is the complex link of X at x. 
Notice the relation with LC’s result, Corollary (d), cited above. We just remark that the 
proof in [ 181, which uses Morsification off; can be directly extended to the case of any (X, x) 
with rhd(X, x) 2 3. The result is then a bouquet decomposition of the type in our theorem. 
In his paper [ 181, Dirk Siersma first proves the homology direct sum decomposition, for 
(X, x) isolated: 
fi.(FJ) = fi.(F,) 0 iO, fi.(S”-I). 
One can, in fact, extend this result to the general situation of any (X,x). We get: 
fi.(FJ) = fi.(Fl) O 0 IT. -k,+l(C(Fi), Fi) 
id 
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where A is the set of stratified Morse points in some chosen Morsification off (by 
convention, x $ A). If ai is such a point, then Fi denotes the complex link of the stratum to 
which Ui belongs and C(Fi) is the cone over Fi. 
For us, this was the first evidence in support of a homotopy decomposition. We only 
note that, by standard arguments, this direct sum decomposition remains valid for hyper- 
cohomology of the sheaf of vanishing cycles of any constructible sheaf with respect to 
(Si)isR~ on X. Moreover, using e.g. [9], one can easily show that #A = ‘&sR,ji,) #M:. 
Our new method of proof yields the result without any condition. It was inspired by the 
approach of Le and Perron [12] who proved that the Milnor fibre, in case of a smooth 
underlying space, is a ball Bz”- 2 with a number of pLf simultaneously attached handles of 
real dimension n - 1. 
We actually prove the next statement which generalises the above mentioned results and 
implies the Bouquet Theorem. 
HANDLEBODY THEOREM. The Milnorjbre F, is obtained from the complex link F, to which 
one attaches cones (“thimbles”) over local Milnorfibres of stratijied Morse singularities. The 
image of each such attaching map retracts within Fl to a point. 
The main idea in our proof is to use a special geometric monodromy-the carrousel 
monodromy-in order to obtain a controlled attaching of topological objects, in analogy 
with the attaching of handles. The carrousel method was introduced by LC for proving in 
a geometric manner the monodromy theorem for an isolated singularity f on a complex 
germ (X, x). 
Starting from a careful investigation of the carrousel method, we have obtained in Cl93 
an inductive formula for the zeta-function of the monodromy. It turned out for us that this 
method can provide new information not only on the monodromy but also on the 
homotopy type of the Milnor fibre itself. 
In Section 1 we recall L&‘s carrousel and give the definitions and notations needed in the 
following. Section 2 contains the main construction. We define generalised thimbles and 
prove the key attaching result Theorem 2.10. Section 3 is devoted to the identification of the 
complex link Fl to a certain component in the formula of Theorem 2.10. We use here 
a technique close to the one of Li and Perron [ 121 called “rabattement dans la diagramme 
de Cerf”. Section 4 contains the proofs of the main theorems and some relevant conse- 
quences of these results. 
Although some details are quite technical, our constructions and proofs are concep- 
tually very simple. 
1. THE CARROUSEL 
1.1. We recall and emphasise features in LiZ’s carrousel construction and give some 
definitions that we shall use later. References are [S, 73. 
One regards (X, x) as being embedded in (CN, 0), for some sufficiently large N E N. We 
assume that all the irreducible components of (X,0) have dimensions greater than 1. 
By [6], there is a topological fibration induced by f over D=\{O}, where D, is a small 
enough disc centred at 0. One calls it the Milnorjbration. Let I’(1, f) be the polar curve of 
fwith respect o a linear function 1 :(X, 0) --* (C, 0), relatively to a fixed Whitney stratijcation 
9’ on (X,x). Such a stratification automatically satisfies the Thorn condition (as), by a recent 
result of BrianGon et al. [l]. We regard each stratum Yi with its reduced structure. 
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The polar curve r(l,f) exists for a Zariski open subset ii, in the space of linear germs 
I:(CN, 0) + (CO). We remind (cf. [6]) that (1= 0) has to be transverse to all strata of X\(O) 
and to all strata off- ‘(O)\(O), in a neighbourhood of 0. 
Let @:= (I,f):(X,O) + (C2,0). One may restrict 8, to another subset R,, which is also 
Zariski open, such that for all 1 E R,, r(l,f) is reduced and the restriction (PIruI) is 
one-to-one (see [8, Theoreme 1.4.11). We emphasise that the strata of dimension 1 in Y are, 
by definition, components of the polar curve. 
1.2. Let I E R, and denote by (u, A) the pair of coordinates on C2. 
The curve germ (with reduced structure) A(l,f):= @(I-(&!)) is called the Cerfdiagram 
(off, with respect o I, relative to Y). We shall use the same notation I(l,f), respectively, 
A&f) for suitable representatives of these germs. 
There is a fundamental system of “privileged” open polydiscs in C”, centred at 0, of the 
form (R x R)aeA and a corresponding fundamental system (Da x D&_,, of 2-discs at 0 in 
C2, such that 0 induces, for any a E A, a map 
which is a topological fibration over D, x Dh\(A(l, f) u {I = O}). 
Moreover, f induces a topological fibration 
~:~n((Dp:XP,)nf-‘(Dh\{O})~oC\{O} 
respectively 
f&:sn({O> xP.)nf-‘(D~\(O))-,~\{O} 
which is fibre homeomorphic to the Milnor fibration off, respectively, to the Milnor 
fibration of f;tl=OI. The disc Dh has been chosen small enough such that 
A(l,f) n ab, x 0; = 8. We have used the notation 57 for a suitable representative of the 
germ (X,x). 
1.3. One can build an integrable smooth vector field on D, x &--where S: is some circle in 
0: of radius sufficiently close to the radius of @,---such that, mainly, it is tangent to 
A&f) n (D, x S:) and it lifts the unit vector field of SL by the projection D, x S; + Si. Lifting 
the former vector field by 0’. and integrating it, one gets a characteristic homeomorphism of 
the fibration induced byf, over S:, hence a geometric monodromy h of the Milnor fibre Ff 
off: We call it the (geometric) carrousel monodromy. 
We fix some q E S:. Let 
be the restriction of @. and notice that FJ is homeomorphic to & ’ (Da x (q}). 
The integration of the vector field on D, x SL produces a homeomorphism 
h: D, x {q} + D, x {q} which one calls carrousel: the trajectory inside D, x S: of some point 
a ED, x {v} is such that after one turn around the circle S; we get the point 
a’:= h(a) E D, x {q}. One imposes to the vector field, when restricting it to (0) x S: and to 
{p} x S:, Vp E a&, to be the unit vector field on the circle. Thus the centre (0, q) of the 
carrousel disc is indeed fixed and the circle an, x {q} is pointwise fixed too. 
The distinguished points A(I,f) n D, x (q} of the disc have a complex motion around 
(O,q), depending on the Puiseux parametrisations of the branches of A which are not 
included in (a = O}. Moreover, these Puiseux expansions determine the motion of any 
“important” point in the carrousel. We refer to [19] for more details. 
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1.4. If 1 E R then let A = uie,Ai be the decomposition into irreducible components, where 
l:= (1,. . . , I}. For any i E I, we consider a Puiseux parametrisation of Ai: u = xjt m, ci, jtj, 
A = t”‘, where 
mi := muIt Ai = mult, Ii 
ni:= multo(Ai, {A = 0}) = mult,(Ii, {f= O}). 
The multiplicity mult, at x is defined in the ambient space CN. 
Denote by (mi,k, ni,k), for 1 I k I gi the kth Puiseux pair of Ai, where gi is the genus of 
the iterated toric knot which is the link of Ai. 
Denote by pi := mi, i/n{, 1 = mi/ni the Puiseux ratios and notice that pi 5 1 (since I is 
general). Each Ai has a formal equation 
+ i bi,2,1~(mn’i.2+l)/ni.rnr.1 + . . . + ai,B,jlmi,,,/n,.I...n,.,, + 1 bi,g,,I~(m,.,,+l)lni.l.-.ni.*. 
I=1 l>O 
Then define the first approximation Ci of Ai by: 
The curve Ci intersects the carrousel disc D, x {q > at ni, 1 points situated on a circle and their 
carrousel motion is a rotation of angle 27Cpi. 
D&&ion. Let us consider small discs of the same radius centred at the points 
Ci A (D, x {q}), any two such discs being disjoint, such that each disc contains exactly 
%, 2 ’ ’ ’ %,g, points of the set Ai n (D, x {q}). W e call them smaller carrousel discs (corres- 
ponding to Cl). By definition, if Ci, = Ci,, then the corresponding smaller carrousel discs 
coincide and if Ci, # Ci,, then any two smaller carrousel discs corresponding to Ci, or 
Ci, are disjoint. 
To each branch Ai there corresponds an annulus Ai-with central symmetry at 
(0, q)--inside the carrousel disc D, x {q}, such that Ai contains Ai n (D, x (q}), see [7]. We 
also define A0 to be an arbitrarily small open disc centred in (0,~). By definition, Ai = Aj if 
and only if pi = pj. 
1.5. For any i E I, there are ni, 1 smaller carrousel discs 6i,j, j E { 1, . . . , %, 1}, centred at the 
ni, 1 points Ci A (OX x {q >) and, by definition, contained in Ai. The centres of the discs 6i,j, as 
well as the points of Aj which are outside any disc 6i,j, have a carrousel motion which is, by 
definition, a rotation of angle 27cpi. Notice that the polar ratios increase when the radii of 
the annuli decrease. These facts are important for the next section. 
There must be, of course, a smooth transition between angular speeds corresponding to 
consecutive annuli. The transition zone will be a sufficiently thin annulus connecting Ai to 
Ai+ 1, such that the collection of Als and transition zones give a partition of the carrousel 
disc. By definition, transition zones do not intersect smaller carrousel discs. 
We just notice that each carrousel disc 6i.j can be decomposed into annuli which contain 
even smaller carrousel discs. A clear picture of this iterative process was important in the 
proof of the zeta-function formula in [19], but we do not need it here. 
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2. GENERALISED THIMBLES AND CARROUSEL MONODROMY 
We consider here the carrousel disc D := D, x {q > and define generalised thimbles along 
paths from a regular value y E 8D to the critical values inside the disc. This follows the 
pattern of what one usually does for a Morsification of function with isolated singularity on 
a smooth space. The really new thing is that we define a special system of paths, adapted to 
the carrousel monodromy, which enables one to achieve sufficiently good control over the 
attaching of these thimbles. This leads to the proof of the key result Theorem 2.10. 
2.1. We refer to [2] for the construction of “classical” thimbles (see also its list of quota- 
tions). We recall the basic idea. 
Let /?:.@ + [0, l] be a Cm trivial fibration with smooth fibre F and let us fix a trivialisa- 
tion. Let S”- ’ c B- ’ (1) be a sphere (up to a diffeomorphism) and let us attach a disc D” to 
P-i, with attaching map c(, as a cone C(Sn-i) with vertex a 4 9?. Our fixed trivialisation of 
/? defines a “tube” T’(Sn-l)dgf 9-i x [0, 11. Then call the union TP(S”-l) u,D” a thimble on 
F,, along /I. 
Assume now that the space a is not smooth, but endowed with a Whitney stratification 
such that one can define a stratified Co trivial fibration fl:g -+ [0, l] by lifting the unit 
vector field on [O, 1) to .9Y’, tangent to the strata of a. 
Then let Vdenote a subset of p-‘(l) and denote by T,(V) the associated tube, which is 
homeomorphic to Vx [0, 11. 
2.2. .Definition. A set T,( I’) u C( V) is called a (generalised) thimble on B- ‘(O), along /I. 
We return to our carrousel disc D and start to define a “good” system of paths, in 
a certain sense compatible to the carrousel monodromy. Let y := (E, q) E 8D and denote 
FI, := Q,J l(y). We first prove an easy but useful lemma. 
2.3. LEMMA. The geometric monodromy h’ on Fb, induced by the carrousel monodromy h, 
is trivial. 
Proof By the definition of E, the disc (E} x 0: does not cut A. In particular 
Qil ( {E} x DA) does not cut any stratum 9j of dimension I 1. Since f is an isolated 
singularity and 1 E Q the restriction of @‘a to any stratum Yi of dimension 2 2 is a submer- 
sion within a neighbourhood off-‘(O) n Yi in Yi. Thus, for 1 q ) and 1 E 1 small enough, the 
restriction 
h:Q,i({&} x D;)+ (E) x 0; 
is homeomorphic to the projection of a stratified trivial fibration. 0 
2.4. We start to describe a “privileged” system of paths { ai,r,}i,k in D. By path we mean 
a smooth, nonself-intersecting path. 
We first define a system of paths { vi,k}i.k in a certain open subset W c D, such that vi,j 
connects y to some fixed point Ui,j E as;:,j where Si,j is a smaller carrousel disc in W. 
We require that the paths Ui,j, for running i and j, do not mutually intersect, except at the 
point y. 
Namely, let w: [0, 11 + D be a path from y to the centre (0, r,r), say along a radius but 
avoiding any smaller carrousel disc. For each i, the annulus Ai contains ni, 1 smaller 
carrousel discs corresponding to the approximation Cl defined at 1.4 and one can order 
them counterclockwise, starting from the path w. We define the connected open subset W, 
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as follows. If pi > 1, take the whole sector Vi of Ai, bounded by the path w, which includes 
exactly mi, 1 consecutive carrousel discs associated to Ci. We may assume that vi = 5 if 
Ai = Aj. Let Y be the union of all these sectors, the small disc A,, and, if case, the annulus 
ail corresponding to the Puiseux ratio p = 1. Then define W as the union of v with 
a sufficiently “thin” tubular neighbourhood of its boundary. See Fig. 1. 
Define ordered paths wi,j-i.e. the initial speeds are clockwise ordered-within W, from 
y to di:= Im w n ext(Ai), where ext(Ai) denotes the exterior circle of the annulus Ai. Each 
wi,j is a slight alteration of the piece of the path w between y and di. 
Then define a path Ui,j from di to ai,j E aSi,j such that Im Ui,j c Ai n W and that the 
paths {Ui,j}j are clockwise ordered. Then the path ri,j is defined as the composition of Ui,j 
with wi,j. 
Further, for each smaller carrousel disc 6i,j c W and point ai,j we define a clockwise 
ordered system of mutually nonintersecting (except at ai,j) paths inside 6i.j. One such path 
connects ai,j to a point bi, j,k E A n W (Fig. 2). TO avoid triple indices, we shall use the 
notation bi, k for bi, j, k. We may and shall assume from now on that the indices i, k are chosen 
aij 
transition zone 
Fig. 1. 
"ij 
Fig. 2 
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such that An W= {bi,k)i,r,ke(l,...,m,). Finally, define the path Cli,k in W connecting y to 
bi,k E 6i,j, as the composition of the path ui,j with a certain path inside 6i.j as defined above. 
2.5. TO each path C(i,k (from y to bi,k) there corresponds a generalised thimble ei,k as defined 
in 2.2, as follows. 
Let Pi,k E 0, ’ (bi,k) be the isolated critical point of the map 1, defined in 1.3 and consider 
a Milnor ball Bi,k at each such point pi,k. 
Dejinition. We denote by @i,k the local Milnor fibre of & at Pi,k and identify it with 
Bi,k n (D, ‘(ai,k( 1 - &)), for some very small & > 0. 
A fixed trivialisation 0; ‘(ai,k( [0, 1 - E])) -+ [O, 1 - E] enables one to define a subset 
fi,k C Fi, such that Fi,k ‘??Fi,k. We denote by ei,k:= Ta,,,(ei,k) U c($i,k) the generalised 
thimble on fi,, c FI, along @; 1 oai,k. 
We are going to define thimbles along paths outside W, i.e. inside D\ W. First let us 
prove the following proposition. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let ei,k be a thimble on fi,k along @i’ 0 ai,k. Then 
e:,k := h(ei.k) 
iS a thimble on E,k along @, 1 0 h 0 ai,&. 
Proof: Note that e:,& is homeomorphic to ei.2 (since the carrousel monodromy h is 
a homeomorphism). It is moreover a thimble on Fi,k, along @;‘(h(&k)), Since the restric- 
tion II’: F; + F; of h is the identity, by Lemma 2.3. 0 
It is time to define the announced special system of paths on D and the corresponding 
thimbles. 
2.7 Definition. Let {4,k}i~l,k~jl.. ,mJ be the system of paths within W defined above. 
Let 
ri, k := 
max{sIh”(bi,k)n W= $I} if h(bi,k) f! W 
0 if h(bi,k) E W. 
2.8 PROPOSITION. The paths ai,k,s:=hs(ai,k)fOr iEI, kE(1,. . . ,mi), sE{l,. . . .~i,k} 
form a system of ordered, mutually nonintersecting (except at y) paths connecting y with the 
points A n D. If the polar ratio pi is > 1, then there exists k > 0 such that ri,k > 0. 
Proof. By Definition 2.7, the construction of the paths ai,k and the properties of the 
carrousel in 1.5, it follows that two different paths di,,k,,s, and aiz,kz,sl do not mutually 
intersect, except at y. 
The second assertion also follows by putting together Definition 2.7 and the definition of 
W in 2.4. 0 
2.9 Dejinition. We say that a system of generalised thimbles is privileged if it is defined 
from a good system of paths as above. We denote by {ei,k,r}, for i E I, k E (1,. . . , mi}, 
s E (0,. . . , ri,k}, a privileged system of thimbles associated to the system of paths 
{%,k.s}i.k.s~ 
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2.10. AttdGg the “cells” C(@i,,) to FI, 
THEOREM. The Milnor jibre Ff is homotopy equivalent to 
@3w/ v V SfFi,k) 
isI ke(l,...,m,} SE{l,. .r,.d 
where S( -) means suspension. 
Proof. The Milnor fibre F, is homotopy equivalent o the union FI, ui,k,,ei,k,,, where 
iEI,kE{l,. . . ,mi},sE{O,. . . , ri,k}. The definition of privileged thimbles shows that we 
have a good control over the attaching map. Namely, by Proposition 2.6, we have the 
equality ei,k,s+r n F; = Qs n F;, which shows that, SO to say, the cone C(Fi,k,s+i) iS 
attached to Fj, exactly “at the same place” as the cone C(Fi,k,s). It follows that, for fixed i E I 
and k E { 1, . . . , mi} such that ri,k > 0, the attaching 
Ft u ei, k, o u ei, k, I
is homotopy equivalent o 
(J’I, Uei,k,o) v s(gi,k) 
hence f’I,uU,,~o,~ ,.... r,,t~ei,k,s ~(F~u%k,o) v Vse(l ,..., ,,,)s(~i,k). 
To conclude, we just have to notice that 
a,,‘(W)% F;U u ei.k.0. 
iel ke{l....,m,) 
Cl 
3. SLIDING ALONG A 
The Bouquet Theorem will follow as soon as we prove the homotopy equivalence 
Q; 1 ( W) “A F,, where F[ is the Milnor fibre of our 1 E Cl, hence the complex link of X at x. 
We first prove that FI % @; ’ ({ <} x DL), which is easy (Proposition 3.2). We then prove 
the remaining homotopy equivalence @; ‘(IV) % 0, ‘({t } x Di). The idea of the proof 
comes from L& and Perron’s technique used in [12], the so-called “rabattement dans la 
diagramme de Cerf”. 
3.1. Let {Da x D;}aeA be our privileged family of 2-discs. Let <, E D, with I(, 1 small enough 
such that, for any 5 > 0 with I< 1 I I&I, the intersection I, i(r) n Ai n D, x 0: consists of 
exactly mi simple points, for any i E I. 
With these notations, we have the following proposition. 
Fig. 3. 
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3.2. 
defined in 1.2 (after LC) a good system of polydisc neighbourhoods 
indices for a fundamental 
denotes a small representative 
complex link F,, which is the set 
is homotopy equivalent 
deduced from the next (Jan out to us that this 
is just an exercise which from the definition 
a2, a3, a4 E A such that 
Zf both inclusions U,, c lJa3 and Va, c V_ are homotopy equivalences, then Va, c U,, is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
One notices that it is possible to get the situation in this lemma, since both our systems 
of neighbourhoods U=, V, are fundamental. 
That the inclusions U,, c U,, and V=, c Va, are both homotopy equivalences follows 
from well known techniques, see [13, p. 24, 7, 51. 
Note. One can use instead of Ob, defined in 1.2, the symmetric morphism induced 
by Kf ): 
composition of the projection on 0: with Y, 
induces a fibration on D;\(O), which is isomorphic to the Milnor fibration off: 
Then, by symmetry, the projection on D, composed with Y6, induces on D,\(O) the 
Milnor fibration of 1. This implies the following homeomorphism: 
equivalence. 
3.3. L& and Perron introduced in Cl23 the so-called “rabattement dans la digramme de 
Cerf” in the case of a smooth space (X, x). They do not detail their technique, but one can 
complete, e.g. with Verdier’s results in [20]. Their idea is to make the path Im C(i,k slide along 
a real surface, into a path included in the disc { <} x 0;. We use this idea in the following 
construction. 
Let (R,klicz,~~jl ,..., m,) be the system of paths inside the set W c D defined in Section 2, 
connecting y with bi,k. Let {di,kjkEil,. ,,,#I := l-‘(r) n Ai n D, x D:, where r is as in 3.1 
above. 
One can define a system of nonintersecting paths {pi,k}ke(l,, ,,,,,I such that Bi,k connects 
bi,k with di,k and that Im Pi,k c Ai n (i),\D,) x Dk, where DC denotes the disc of radius 15 I. 
We fix such a system {Pi,k}kcfl,, .,m,jr for any ic I. 
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I 
‘Ki,k the &face Im a; k # 
Fig. 4. 
Let v1 be a point on the disc (5) x DL, arbitrarily close to its centre and let 
v: [0, l] + D, x D;\A be a path from y to vl, such that Im v c (b,\D,) x 0:. 
It is not difficult to define, for any i E I, k E (1, . . . , mi}, an injective C” map 
a:,k: [0, l] x [0, l] + (B,\Dr) x @, with the following properties (see Fig. 4): 
(1) ai,k(t, 0) = ai,k(t), Vt E CO, 11. 
(2) a:,k(l, s) = Bi,k(s) and a:JO, S) = V(S), VS E [0, 11. 
(3) Ima:,k(.,s)nA=Bi,k(S),VSEIO, 11. 
(4) Im a;& n Im $,k2 = Imv, V(il, k,) # (iz, k,). 
(5) d,k(l0, 1c x 10, I[) = V&\&J X 0;. 
Finally, let us denote by Ki,k := a:,&( -, 1) the path from v1 to di,k in L(1) := & ’ (<). 
In conclusion, the path Im ai,k c W slides along the surface Im tl:,k (which is diffeomor- 
phic to a rectangle) to the path Im Ki,k c (0 x 0;. 
We shall use the construction above in the proof of the following theorem. 
3.4 THEOREM. 0; ‘( W) E 0, ’ ({ <> X RI. 
Proof: Let Di,k, respectively Df,k, be any fixed, arbitrarily small disc on D, x {q}, resp. 
on (t} X DL, centred at bi,k, resp. di,k. Then 
and 
cD,‘( W)% Q,,’ 
( 
u Di,kUImai,k 
isI,ke(l,..., m,} 
) 
Q;‘({<} x D;)% Q;’ 
( 
u D:,k U Im Ki,k , 
i~I,k~{l,....m,) 
) 
by retraction. 
As expected, we intend to conclude by Thorn’s first isotopy lemma. More precisely, we 
apply Verdier’s results [20, Proposition 4.6, Theorem 4.143 to our situation. Very roughly, 
one does the following. 
Let @i,k be the Vector field defined on Ima:,,, such that @i,k(& b) = (8/&)I,=$x:,k(a, -). 
Then extend this vector field to a nowhere zero vector field @f,k within a small tubular 
neighbourhood of Im a:, t. We may suppose that the vector fields @i&, for any i and k, 
coincide on a small neighbourhood of y. Hence there is a well defined vector field 
@‘:= ui,k@i,k, defined on some neighbourhood of the set ui,kImai,k. 
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By integrating O’, we get a diffeomorphism from a neighbourhood of Imcr,,, in D to 
a neighbourhood of Im ~~~~ in {l} x 0:. One can assume that the disc Di,k is mapped 
isomorphically to Df, k. Then lift 0’ by aa to a vector field compatible to the stratification 
induced by Y and the components of the polar curve lY and such that it is tangent to 
QD-‘(Im/?i,k)nA, for all i and k. 
By using [20], we obtain a homeomorphism: 
Q,, l 
( 
u Di,kuIm%,k 
iel,ke{l,...,m,) 
)hop@L1( u D~,kUh!Ci,k), 
isl,ke(l,..., m,) 
which finishes the proof. Moreover, if one replaces Imai,k, respectively Im Ki,k, by some 
small tubular neighbourhood in D, respectively in {r } x DL, then one may replace “ i& 7’ by 
‘6 home0 7, at the beginning of this proof and conclude that @; ‘(I+‘) is homeomorphic to 
O&j x D;). q 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS AM) FIRST CONSEQUENCES 
4.1. Proof 
Putting together Proposition 3.2, Theorems 3.4 and 2.10, we obtain the bouquet 
decomposition 
Ff g F, v v V s(ti,k) 
iol,ko{l,..., m,} jE{l,. ,r,,tl 
where Fi,k is the Milnor fibre of the stratified Morse singularity of 1, at Pi,k* If we denote by 
Yi the stratum which contains the component ri of the polar curve then, by [3, Main 
Theorem] we get the homotopy equivalence 
where Fi is the complex link of the stratum 9i and ki := dim Yi. 
For i E R, define Mi to be a finite set with a number of elements equal to 
#Mi:= C 1 rj,k, 
jeI, ke(1,. _,mj) 
which, by Definition 2.7, is in turn equal to C,,i(nj - mj), where Ii is a subset of I with the 
property thatj E li if and only if Ij c 5@i. If all the rj, k in the above double sum are zero, then 
Mi is a void set. For instance, Ii = 8 implies, by definition, Mi = 8. With this notation, we 
easily deduce the Bouquet Theorem. 
Finally, the Handlebody Theorem is a natural consequence of the proofs of the same 
results: Proposition and Note 3.2, Theorem 3.4 (last part of the proof), Theorem 2.10. Cl 
4.2. Some consequences 
Our handlebody theorem is a generalisation of L& and Perron’s handles attaching result 
[12]. In their case (X,x) = (C”,O), the complex link Ft is obviously contractible. 
Let 2 := { gii>i,a be the canonical (minimal) stratification defined by B. Teissier. We say 
that (X, x) is stratijed-isolated iff (x} = pi, for some i E Z?. If {x} is a stratum in our 
stratification 9, but (X, x) is stratified-nonisolated, then it is easy to see that the complex 
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link at x is contractible. David Mond showed us examples of isolated singularities with 
contractible complex links. 
Another consequence of the Handlebody Theorem is the following attaching result. 
(M. Merle informed us that he obtained this result, with some other proof, but did not 
publish it, see also [2, Remark 1.4.21.) 
COROLLARY. Let g:= ( fi, . . . &):(C”+“, 0) + (Cp, 0) define an isolated complete intersec- 
tion singularity. Then the MilnorJibre Fg of g is a ball B2”-’ to which one attaches handles of 
the same dimension n - 1. 
Proof. After some coordinate changing in the target, one may suppose that 
x,_r:=jfi =.. . = f, _ 1 = 0) is an isolated complete intersection singularity at 0 and that 
f,: (X, _ 1, 0) -+ (C, 0) defines an isolated singularity. Then FB is homeomorphic to the Milnor 
fibre Ffp off,. The complex link of X,_ 1 at 0 is the Milnor fibre of a complete intersection 
defined by p - 1 functionsfil:=filI=,,, i = 1,. . . , p - 1, where 1 is a general inear function. 
This result follows by an induction and our handlebody theorem applied at each step. U 
4.3. More consequences 
Changing our notation, let now f:(X, x) + (C, 0) be a function with one-dimensional 
singular locus Z, in the stratified sense. Let C = uieJZi be the decomposition into irredu- 
cible components. For 1 E R, the function &:=f+ &IN will have an isolated singularity, 
where N E N is supposed to be large enough. Let FN be its Milnor fibre. Notice that the 
linear function 1 may be not general with respect ofj since the map C (‘2) Im C may be not 
one-to-one. 
However, 1 is “good enough” and Le shows (see e.g. [16]) that F/ can be embedded into 
FN, such that FN is obtained from F, by attaching “cells” coming from those components of 
the polar curve which are components pi of Z. 
By our Bouquet Theorem, we know more about attaching. Denote by di the degree of the 
map Ci”~’ Im pi, where also di = mult,E.led. For some ai E Zi\{O}, let Hi be a hyperplane 
transverse to Zi at ai. Denote by Fi the local Milnor fibre of the restriction offto the germ 
(Hi n X, ai). The homotopy type Of Fi depends only on Ci (and not on the choice of ai or Hi). 
By similar arguments as those in the proof of the Bouquet Theorem, one gets the following 
decomposition: 
PROPOSITION. 
FNE(F~uc~)V V S(Fi) 
isf d,(N- 1) 
where Ff u e is the result of attaching, for each i E J, of a cone over the local Milnorjibre Ft. 
For (X, x) = (C”, 0), this result was proven by J.-P. Vannier. If C;, is perverse, one gets in 
homology: 
dimH,_Z(Ff) I C didimH,_z(Fi). 
isJ 
In homology and for smooth underlying space (or, at least, by assuming perversity of the 
constant sheaf Ci), a stronger result was proven by Siersma [17, p. 467, 458-4591: 
dimH,_2(Ff) I 1 ker(hi - id) 
icf 
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where hi is the “vertical” monodromy along Ci, acting on H,_,(FJ. In contrast, our 
Proposition 4.3 does not assume perversity. 
In the particular case Z = line singularity with Ai transversal type, we get 
dim H,_,(F’) I 1 
which was previously known as a consequence of a more precise homotopy result of Dirk 
Siersma [15]. 
4.4. Monodromy and homological depth 
Question. For what i does the algebraic monodromy act trivially on the homology 
group Hi(FJ, Z)? 
We find an answer to this question as a consequence of Lemma 2.3. 
Denote by rHd(X, x) the rectified homological depth of (X,x), cf. [lo]. 
Dejinition. Let {Y >ie s be a fixed Whitney stratification. Denote by the same X a good 
representative of the germ (X,x). We define the weak rectijied homological depth of (X, x) by 
wrHd(X,x):= rHd(X\(x}). 
Note. One has wrHd(X,x) 2 rHd(X,x). Equality holds for instance if (X,x) is strat- 
ified-nonisolated. If x is the only singular point on X then wrHd(X,x) > dim(X,x), but 
rHd(X,x) may be less than dim(X,x). 
PROPOSITION. The algebraic monodromy acts trivially on Hi(F/p Z), for 0 I i < 
min{n - 1, wrHd(X, x)}. 
Proof: We claim that the relative homology groups Hi(Ff, F;) are trivial for 
i < min{n - 1, wrHd(X,x)}. Indeed, we have H,(Ff, Fi) = $jtpHi(Bj, Fj), where P is a set 
of indices for the critical values of C : 0; ‘(D, x {II}) + D, x {q >, Bj is a Milnor ball and $I is 
the Milnor fibre at a stratified Morse critical point of this function. 
Then i < wrHd(X, x) is a sufficient condition for the annulation of Hi(Bj, ej), Vj E P. 
Finally, our claim follows by examining the long exact homology sequence associated to the 
pair (Fr, F;) and the action induced by the monodromy on this sequence (which is trivial on 
H,(Fb, Z), by Lemma 2.3). 
This simple result was pointed out in a particular context---(X,x) an isolated singularity, 
i.e. X\(x) is smooth-by E. Looijenga [13, Theorem 5.141. 0 
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